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Improve E-commerce Economics
By transforming cross-docking and driver operations 

Execute

PRODUCT BROCHURE

Challenges

✓ Eliminate delivery errors by streamlining
dispatching

✓ Reduce time spent on manual routing
operations

✓ Provide customers with multiple options and
delivery windows

✓ Deliver the right orders to the right customers
at the right time

✓ Ensure driver working hours are effectively
utilized

✓ Deliver on-time even in areas where addresses
are not standardized

Enterprises struggle with delivery volumes and on-time deliveries due to high order volumes and inefficient 
operations at the cross-dock. Fluctuations in order volumes and expectations of faster free deliveries only 
adds to logistics complexity. In addition to customer loyalty and employee fatigue, this directly affects deliv-
ery operational costs and impacts profitability. Streamlining day-to-day operations for drivers and at the 
cross-dock is critical to keep things running smoothly.

https://www.getfareye.com
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About FarEye
FarEye’s Delivery Management platform turns 

deliveries into a competitive advantage. Retail, 

e-commerce and third-party logistics companies 

use FarEye’s unique combination of 

orchestration, real-time visibility, and branded 

customer experiences to simplify complex last-

mile delivery logistics. The FarEye platform 

allows businesses to increase consumer loyalty 

and satisfaction, reduce costs and improve 

operational efficiencies. FarEye has 150+ 

customers across 30 countries and five offices 

globally. FarEye, First Choice for Last Mile.

FarEye Execute
Expedite your dispatch process with FarEye Execute and improve e-commerce economics significantly. 
Easily manage high order volumes by transforming cross-dock operations including scanning, sorting and 
consolidation of orders. Choose the right carrier by factoring in different parameters including serviceability, 
fleet size, delivery and volume through automated carrier selection. Automate and manage a wide range of 
driver operations from onboarding to order management through a customizable mobile app.

Organize your cross-dock operations which 
includes scanning and sorting through FarEye’s 
web and mobile applications. Reduce order 
processing time and handle large order volumes 
with ease.

Cross-dock

Empower your drivers with an intuitive and pow-
erful mobile app through which you can onboard, 
manage and control job allocation, routing, 
delivery sequence and also facilitate real-time 
communication with customers.

Drive

Manage carrier operations by maintaining stan-
dard or custom rates in one place and automatic 
calculations of all freight charges for various 
modes of transportation based on the business 
logic such as lead time, cost, and latest rate.

Rate

Execute Modules
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